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ABSTRACT
This paper will discuss how satellite Earth observation is to support the compliance of international agreements for the protection of the global environment, and how to balance interests of global to national, and governmental to commercial, through considering State agreement and practice. Satellite Earth observation can serve a role in issues related to implementation, by providing environmental information required through the supervisory techniques of modern international environmental law. To serve such a role effectively, however, problems arise such as the reliability and independence of information, and accessibility. This is where international bodies may coordinate or integrate, and the public sector may come in to subsidize. Thus, there will be issues of global environmental information consisting of data or information held by different governments as well as the private companies. To address such issues, various approaches have been taken, including legal and policy arrangements. An essential task is to explore how to integrate the different national and regional approaches into a global one, while maintaining balance among the respective interests.

1. Introduction
As observation of the Earth’s environment is becoming a major application of satellite Earth observation, national and international organizations are taking the momentum to link their initiatives to international environmental agreements. Thus, recent studies often argue the potential of satellite Earth observation of supporting “compliance” with such agreements. However, the scope of “compliance” seems to vary among those studies, and there is much room for further discussion. In general, it seems to be agreeable that Earth observation must and will have a significant role in enhancing States’ compliance to international environmental agreements. However, what role precisely, can it play in the legal framework? Do treaties and other agreements actually call for satellite Earth observation, or a function equivalent to it? And the more if so, it is essential to identify where exactly the needs of the international community are, as represented in State agreement, to focus observations among the vast range of parameters that could be related to the protection of the environment. Identifying this has to be the work of scientists and lawyers together.

In the field of space law, with the development of satellite remote sensing technology, States agreed upon a set of Principles (Remote Sensing Principles) as a United Nations General Assembly resolution, which consist a substantial body of international law concerning remote sensing activities to date. Since environmental issues have become a major world agenda, States have developed a number of Earth observation satellites to respond to the call for improved environmental information. In the twenty years since the Remote Sensing Principles were adopted, the role of Earth observation programs have evolved significantly, while the legal status of the Principles has not been updated.

This paper will consider the relatively new role of Earth observation to serve for the compliance of international agreements, while addressing the issues relevant to Earth observation data as a source of environmental information. The following sections will examine the significance of “monitoring” as procedural techniques to enhance compliance. It will then point out what problems there would be for ensuring access to Earth observation data or information, giving some thoughts on how to balance the conflicting interests of global to national, and public to private.

2. Earth Observation as a Procedural Technique to Support Compliance

2.1 Supervisory techniques
Ensuring compliance with international environmental obligations continues to be a matter of increasing concern. Non-compliance raises issues of implementation, enforcement, and dispute settling. The modern environmental law often takes an approach where non-compliance will be dealt through mechanisms of international supervision and prevention. These are called non-compliance procedures as adopted in the Montreal Protocol and UNFCCC. Thus, the focus is on the implementation of the international obligations, avoiding enforcement or dispute settlement procedures, involving issues of state responsibility and remedy. Among the various phases of compliance, it is in the task of information gathering that Earth observation plays a major role. The act of providing and disseminating the information acquired is also within the extension of its role.

The protection of the global commons, or areas of common concern, such as the high seas, ozone layer or global climate, is often suggested to present a comparable problem to the protection of human rights as erga omnes. This is especially in that without community standing there might be no “injured” state capable of holding States responsible for the violation of these obligations. Thus, “collective supervision of such global responsibilities by inter-governmental treaty commissions or conferences of the parties will often be a more effective and realistic remedy than public interest claims and countermeasures by individual States.”

The most widespread supervisory systems that provide both verification of States’ compliance to international standards as well as prompting respect for standards, may be grouped into four main classes: States’ self-reporting procedures; inspection, so-called non-compliance procedures; and preventive global monitoring. The fourth system as being different from the others in that it is not primarily designed to verify whether States infringe international rules for the protection of the environment, but rather to collecting data and information so to better prevent possible damage to the environment.

Another classification is to recognize this in the context of information provision and dissemination.
This is based on the recognition that improving the ability of information on the state of the environment and on activities which have adverse or damaging effects are well-established objectives of international environmental law, as information is widely recognized as a prerequisite to effective national and international environmental management, protection and co-operation. There are several related techniques to accomplish these objectives: the requirement to make public information about environmental policies and programmes; the publication of reports and other documents containing relevant information; the requirement to make available information on important aspects of the environment; the right of access to information; the right of access to environmental information; the right to public consultation; the right to public participation; the right to public access to information; and the right to make representations to governmental authorities. These rights are recognized in the international environmental agreements and in the Convention on Biological Diversity.

As to action plans agreed upon by States at U.N. conferences, Agenda 21 calls for “information for Decision Making”, and the Johannesburg World Summit Plan of Implementation has a number of provisions related to monitoring. These include international joint observation and research for the water cycle and disaster prevention; systematic observation for climate change prediction; promotion of observation strategies including the integrated earth observation strategy; and to realize Earth observation technology development including satellite remote sensing, global mapping and GIS.

Thus, the crucial role of environmental information lies here in that all the fundamental bases for decision of States would be based on information of the state of the environment: risk of harm or risk of damage. In protecting the global commons, there is little possibility that responsibility of a certain state, or States, can be identified for a damage or risk, or even if the damage or risk itself can be proved. Therefore, in implementing international environmental agreements, it is recognized that a different approach is needed, and “supervisory techniques” have thus been developed.

2.2 The 1985 Vienna Convention and UNFCCC

The 1985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, was the first multilateral agreement to adopt the term “systematic observations” as one of the agreed major undertakings of the Parties. The main thrust of the Convention was to encourage research and overall cooperation among countries and to exchange information. As the major obligation under the Vienna Convention, “Parties” have agreed to undertake, “in accordance with the means at their disposal and their capabilities” to “Cooperate by means of systematic observations, research and information exchange”. This includes satellite observations and research using satellite data, instrument development and the establishment of an operational observing system integrated with ground-based systems, as technically outlined in Annex I.

American satellite observations offered the initial assessment of the control measures on the basis of available scientific, environmental, technical and economic information. As the control measures are to be based on the understanding and assessment through systematic observations, research and information exchange, it follows that periodic assessment should be based on reliable updated information on the ozone layer. The UNFCCC recalls the Vienna Convention and its Montreal Protocol, in its preamble, and provides that all Parties shall “Promote and cooperate in scientific, technological, technical, socio-economic and other research, systematic observation and development of data archives...” It also provides that Parties shall support and further develop international and intergovernmental programs and initiatives or organizations, taking into account the need to minimize duplication of effort.

The Kyoto Protocol provides that “Parties shall cooperate in scientific and technical research and promote the maintenance and the development of systematic observation systems and development of data archives... and promote the development and strengthening of endogenous capacities and capabilities to participate in international and intergovernmental efforts, programs and networks on research on systematic observation, taking into account Article 5 of the Convention.”

“Research and Systematic Observation” has regularly been an agenda item of the Convention’s Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technical Advice (SBSTA) and the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) and other agencies participating in World Meteorological Organization’s (WMO) Climate Agenda has promoted an effort in building cooperation with the UNFCCC Parties for the implementation of research and systematic observation. The Conference of Parties (COP) has adopted reporting guidelines on global climate observing systems and invited Parties to provide detailed reports on systematic observation as part of their national communications (on a voluntary basis, in the case of non-Annex I Parties) at SBSTA 18 (Bonn, June 2003) considered the state of the global observing systems for climate, on the basis of the second adequacy report, endorsed by SBSTA 15 and prepared by GCOS. COP 9 (Milan, December 2003) adopted a decision on global observing systems for climate. This decision calls for the preparation of an implementation plan for global climate observations to be coordinated by GCOS in collaboration with the Group on Earth Observations (GEO), developing a Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSSS). The GCOS Secretariat has made available the final implementation plan for consideration by SBSTA 21/COP 10 (Buenos Aires, December, 2004). COP 10 also adopted a decision on research and systematic observation -CP.10.

Mechanisms such as GEOSSS would in part contribute to systematic observation, as well as supporting other procedures such as monitoring environmental damage or harm including disaster monitoring and monitoring compliance by supporting reporting capability of States. Thus, in practice, Earth observation data may be used in various areas of the treaty process.

Thus, Earth observation has gained a substantial role as supervisory techniques and functions for intergovernmental agreements. For
made available to a sensed state as soon as it becomes available. This approach has great importance for public applications such as disaster monitoring and environmental monitoring.

On the other hand, for commercial systems, the U.S. government has been granting licence to high-resolution remote sensing systems, while the government-owned Earth observation systems provide moderate to low resolution data. In addition, the Commercial Space Act of 1990 requires that NASA acquire its Earth science data from commercial providers as much as possible. The Commercial Space Act requires NASA to treat such data "as a commercial item", at the same time permitting the government to acquire "sufficient rights in data to meet the needs of the scientific and educational community or the needs of other government activities".

When there are conflicting global-national interests with open access to information, access is restricted under certain circumstances. For instance, for national security reasons, there is a vaguely worded prohibition on collecting and disseminating imagery of Israel "unless such imagery is no more detailed or precise than satellite imagery of the country or geographic area concerned that is directly available from commercial sources".

By contrast, in Europe, an explicit return on the government investment to be collected. The prices are defined by the categories of use, while data of higher levels are also given to the hands of the private sector.

The French distribution policy for space-based Earth observation data states that the basic principle to be that the distribution of Earth observation data should produce a return on the investment, because of the scale of government effort in the development of the Earth observation systems, and to guarantee the durability. Thus, unenhanced and processed data are protected and maintained control over by copyright and other forms of intellectual property, for the benefit of the satellite operator. The non-discriminatory access to data of the Remote Sensing Principles are also reaffirmed, and that this does not contradict with the idea of a return on investment. Further, in the context of the protection of the environment and humankind against natural disasters, reference is made exclusively to the Remote Sensing Principles. There may be restrictions on the dissemination of and access to data for national security reasons. This approach set by the French SPOT program was then followed by the European Space Agency and Canada.

The Japanese data policy is, in principle, close to the European approach. However, with the U.S. diverting policy, it has become increasingly difficult to maintain conformity in data policy internationally. As the satellite data system becomes more and more global, as is planned in the Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) data node system, it should become necessary to fundamentally examine the existing data policy.

States operating Earth observation programs, in principle follow the rules of the Remote Sensing Principles, thus regarding their data as public goods. At the same time, most programs at the outset had been designed to foster commercialization, often through licensing or contractual agreements. Protection of data rights under applicable legal terms include copyright, database protection, confidentiality clauses, or non-redistribution clauses, and extra legal means such as encryption or secrecy.

2.2 Private, public, and global interests

For the environmental information gathered through satellite Earth observation to be effectively used for the implementation of the agreement, there would be two major problems: the reliability and independence of information, and accessibility.

The first point relates to the obvious weakness that lies in these procedural techniques for improving environmental information as a global public good. That is, much will...
depend on the diligence and accuracy of the reporting authorities or the bodies that conduct the research and observation. Thus, it is important that these bodies should not be dependent on government scientists for expertise, but should be able to employ their own experts, or call on international scientific bodies. The same would be said for the source of information, which should be a system independent from national interests, or at least should not rely heavily on the capacity of one nation or certain nations.

The second point relates to the duty to provide - the right to obtain - access to information on the environment, whether to the public at large or to specific categories of persons, as a "recent but now firmly entrenched development of international law." This coincides with the general public status of government-owned satellite data, while the private data provider may require its data as private property subject to protection. Moreover, there would be certain reluctance on the part of States to allow unlimited access to their data, for reasons such as national security, and certain limitations would be applied.

In addition, presently, it would be an impossibly heavy task for the public sector alone to ensure continuity of all environmental parameters required by the vast realm of international environmental agreements. As States would endeavor to streamline their governmental programs for achieving a cost-effective Earth observation system, it also becomes a requirement to involve commercial funds in this process, and to achieve a system that could provide data in a self-financing manner, ensuring continuity of data.

These points are where the international body may coordinate and integrate, and the private sector may subsidize. This suggests the possibility that the Earth observation data as supporting supervising techniques in the environmental framework might become a combination of public (comprising data and information owned by respective governments) and private data.

It is important to note here that commercial activities would likely protect data rights and interest in principle. On the contrary, the Remote Sensing Principles requires that States provide to the sensed State non-discriminatory access on reasonable cost terms, and disclosure and transmission for certain environmental and disaster applications, without mention of cost. The relation of commercial activities to non-discriminatory access to data and information, and pricing policy is still quite debatable.

In practice, most satellite operators speak of data rights belonging to the owner of the instrument (or jointly to the owner of the satellite that carries it). Also it seems established that remote sensing is open for access except for certain special circumstances where the sensing State places restrictions for national security reasons. States practice in nationally implementing the Remote Sensing Principles have formed some important mechanisms which will directly or indirectly serve as part of compliance measures to environmental laws.

As the protection of the environment is now a global common concern, communities engaged to the international coordination of Earth observation programs have made efforts to bring standardization and harmonization to data policies, such as in the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites and World Meteorological Organization, particularly in view of the growing importance of global environmental data needs. These efforts have, however, often been adopted as informal recommendations or decisions of informal international groups, only reaching safe agreement among different national policies. This is only natural, since different countries have different interests in space programs in which they have spent large investments. As the efforts to build up effective links with environmental initiatives has lead to the establishment of a global "system of systems" encompassing national and private Earth observation programs, the issue of balancing and integrating national and regional interests would arise again.

4. Conclusion

For the compliance of international environmental agreements, satellite Earth observation can serve a role in issues related to implementation, by providing environmental information required through the supervisory techniques of modern international environmental law. The coming era of environmental Earth observation imposes yet another challenge upon the next generation: balancing not only public-private interests, but also global-national interests. States practice in the last few decades show that there are different approaches to be taken as government-commercial relationships and limitations to be required for securing national interest against international sharing of data. Thus, an essential task in developing global Earth observation for compliance to international environmental agreements is how to integrate the different national and regional approaches into a global one, while maintaining balance among the respective interests.
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